Abstract-This paper presents a possible solution for the text inference problem-extracting information unstated in a text, but implied. Text inference is central to natural language applications such as information extraction and dissemination, text understanding, summarization, and translation. Our solution takes advantage of a semantic English dictionary available in electronic form that provides the basis for the development of a large linguistic knowledge base. The inference algorithm consists of a set of highly parallel search methods that, when applied to the knowledge base, find contexts in which sentences are interpreted. These contexts reveal information relevant to the text. Implementation, results, and parallelism analysis are discussed.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

Introduction to Text Inference
HIS paper addresses the issue of parallelism in a class of problems that is largely unexplored, yet of growing importance. Text inference refers to the problem of extracting information that is not stated directly in a text, but is implied. This may be achieved by reasoning about a text by making logical judgments on the basis of circumstantial evidence from a large knowledge base that contains knowledge about the world.
A related, but much simpler, problem is information retrieval where the goal is the recognition of facts, events, and properties that are explicitly stated in the text. While current information retrieval systems that process millions of sentences per minute with an accuracy close to that of humans have been built [25] , the process of large scale inference has not been automated yet. The major obstacles that need to be resolved are: 1) building knowledge bases large enough to capture world knowledge, 2) finding a knowledge representation scheme good for common sense reasoning, and 3) developing inference methods and control mechanisms able to provide relevant inferences at speeds comparable to humans.
In this paper, we present a parallel inference system that operates on a very large linguistic knowledge base. The system is scalable both in size and accuracy and is highly parallel. The novelty of this work derives from our use of an extended linguistic knowledge base for English language called WordNet, and an inference algorithm that consists of a set of parallel search procedures over the linguistic semantic network (i.e., the knowledge base). WordNet is being developed at Princeton by a group led by Miller [17] .
Text inference is of great importance, especially today when there are many newspapers, books, and other information available electronically on Internet. The inference problem has been recognized as a central problem for text understanding, coherence analysis, summarization, and other natural language processing applications. In 1986, Schank said "Eventually, we began to realize that the most important problem in natural language processing was inference" [24] .
Humans have a great ability of figuring out correct inferences from text or speech. Perhaps this is because we have a great deal of world knowledge and can focus our thoughts to filter out irrelevant facts. Consider the text: became known as spreading activation. Other notable contributions in text understanding using marker propagations are [9] , [5] , [6] , [14] , [21] , [1] , [30] , to mention only a few. Another approach to text inference tried to use the power of predicate logic to implement abductions and other reasoning mechanisms [15] , [7] , [27] . While predicate logic provides precise conclusions when the system has all the information it needs, it fails to provide answers when knowledge is incomplete or uncertain, and, unfortunately, these are the majority of cases in natural language understanding.
It is only recently that electronic dictionaries have started to be used for building large linguistic knowledge bases, although the idea has been around for at least 20 years. Electronic dictionaries contain world knowledge in the form of word definitions. The disputed issue now is how to build ontologies on top of a dictionary to be useful for reasoning.
The method we propose has something in common with all these earlier efforts. Our approach for finding inferences is essentially to search for the semantic connections in the knowledge base that correspond to the lexical relations between words in the text. The knowledge base search aims to find the local context of each sentence and, furthermore, to establish intersections or connections between these local contexts. Thus, for a given text, the algorithm finds a web of knowledge base concepts that relate semantically to the words in the text. The more interconnected this web is, the more coherence may be extracted from the text. Inferences result as English interpretations of the context web.
As we will demonstrate, our method provides massive parallelism fueled by parallel searches on a large knowledge base.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE INFERENCE SYSTEM
System Overview
A high level view of the inference system is shown in Fig. 1 . The system consists of a parallel inference algorithm that operates on a large linguistic knowledge base. At the heart of the inference algorithm there is a highly parallel search engine that interacts directly with the knowledge base.
The system receives preprocessed text as input and generates inferences in English form. In this section, we describe briefly the knowledge base and our approach to text inference.
Knowledge Base
Common sense reasoning requires extensive knowledge. While researchers agree that large, scalable knowledge bases are needed to address realistic AI problems, there is little agreement on how to structure such knowledge bases. A modern approach for building large linguistic knowledge bases is to use electronic dictionaries as a starting point [28] .
We decided to build an approximation for a commonsense linguistic knowledge base on top of the WordNet 1.5 lexical database developed at Princeton [17] . WordNet is a semantic dictionary where word search is based on conceptual affinity with other words. It covers the vast majority of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs from the English language. In addition to being the largest lexical database publicly available, WordNet has the advantage that its semantic relations are in large part context independent, which accounts for its general applicability.
The knowledge base of our system consists of a special semantic network conveniently formalized as KB = (N, G, R), where N is the set of nodes representing words or concepts, G is the set of WordNet glosses that define the concept nodes, and R is the set of semantic and lexical relations that link the nodes and gloss concepts, respectively.
Nodes
The knowledge base nodes are English words or concepts that represent meanings of words. The words in WordNet are organized in synonym sets, called synsets. Each synset represents a concept. All the words with the same part-of-speech and sharing the same meaning are connected to a common concept node. A word may belong to several synsets that correspond to the meanings (or senses) of that word, therefore it may be connected to multiple concept nodes. Table 1 shows the number of words and concepts for each part of speech. In its current version, WordNet 1.5 has 168,217 words organized in 91,591 synsets, thus, a total of 259,812 nodes. The noun and verb concepts are structured into isa hierarchies, which allows the lower concepts to inherit the properties of their higher concepts. There are 11 noun hierarchies and 558 verb hierarchies. Noun concepts may also be linked by three other ordering relations: is_member_of, is_part_of, and is_stuff_of. The verb concepts may be linked through entail and cause_to relations that have semantics similar to propositional logic. The adjectives and adverbs don't have hierarchies, instead are linked into clusters. The adjectives are grouped into clusters by the similar_to relations, whereas the adverb clusters (generally derived from adjective clusters) are structured by the combination of pertainym and similar_to relations. A pertainym relation in WordNet is defined between two words that 1) have a common morphological root and 2) the definition of the sense of one of the words benefits from the semantic meaning of the other one.
Glosses
More than 92 percent of the concepts from WordNet 1.5 and all the concepts of the soon-to-be realesed WordNet 1.6 have a gloss expressed in English that defines each concept. For example, the concept {joint venture} has an explanatory gloss: partnership or conglomerate designed to share risk or expertise. The English text of a gloss encapsulates the most distinctive defining features of its concept. A gloss may be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with nodes as concepts, and linguistic relations as links. The transformation of a glossary English explanation into a DAG comprises the identification of 1) the synsets containing the words used in the gloss and 2) the gloss relations connecting them.
We have developed an empirical system that tackles with these difficult problems which performed with high precision (92 percent) in the experiments we have conducted. Details of the methodology considered are given in [13] .
Relations
In the knowledge base, there are relations that link nodes, called node relations, and relations that link concepts inside the glosses, called gloss relations. The link from a node to the main concept of its gloss is simply called gloss and is part of the gloss relation category. Many of the node relations such as isa, has_part, cause are semantic relations and are used in WordNet to form noun and verb hierarchies. Table 9 in Appendix 1 summarizes these relations. It shows the relation meaning, connecting entities, how many are in the knowledge base, and some examples. Altogether there are 345,264 WordNet links in the knowledge base.
To illustrate the structure of our knowledge base, we show in Fig. 2 a small portion of a noun hierarchy in which the glosses are transformed into DAG-network representations.
The relations used by us to transform the WordNet glosses into semantic networks are lexical relations and their inverses that have been defined and used by [10] , [1] , and others. Lexical relations typically connect verb concepts to their modifier noun concepts, whose roles might be agent, object, instrument or beneficiary. Because we wanted to preserve the order of the concepts from the textual gloss, reverse relations are also allowed.
Algorithm Assumptions and Approach
In this paper, we isolate the problem of text inference from other related problems, such as syntactic and semantic disambiguation. We assume that the text on which inference is to be performed has been lexically tagged, semantically disambiguated, and spanned by lexical relations. This assumption is reasonable in light of the progress made recently in the area of natural language processing. Currently, part-of-speech taggers with high accuracy are readily available [2] , [23] , statistical word-sense disambiguators tested on a few words perform with 90 percent level of correctness [29] , [20] , and a large body of research has been dedicated to the recognition of lexical relations in texts. The text is transformed into a forest of text graphs (we did this by hand, but it may be automated in the future). To each sentence corresponds a graph with the nodes being the sentence concepts while the edges are the lexical relations. Fig. 3 illustrates the texts graphs corresponding to sentences S1 and S2. The notation word#i-j:pos represents the concept corresponding to sense i of word out of a total of j senses for that word. The part-of-speech of the word is listed in the pos field. The WordNet notation for part-ofspeech is n for nouns, v for verbs, a for adjectives, and r for adverbs. For example, hit#1-14:v means sense #1 of verb hit, which has 14 senses. In WordNet, the senses of a word are ordered according with the frequency of their use; the smaller the number i, the more frequently used. In Fig. 3 , a rectangle represents a concept node and all its corresponding word nodes and synset links.
In essence, the inference system generates new information by identifying knowledge base concepts that relate semantically with the text. A novelty of our approach is that we try to identify knowledge base paths that explain the textual lexical relations. Take, for example, the relation object(hit, ball) from Fig. 3 . The algorithm searches for all the knowledge base paths that explain the object relation between the nodes hit and ball. After such paths are found for each lexical relation, it is possible to unify the paths into a graph that consolidates the context of each sentence. This way, the semantic connections in the knowledge base are strengthened and reinforced by the intersection of the paths. A context for a sentence is established in the knowledge base as the totality of concepts along the semantic connections that correspond to the sentence lexical relations.
Other previous attempts for text inference tried to extract new facts by simply looking at information that surrounded text concepts. The problem encountered this way was the large volume of irrelevant information gathered. It is relatively easy to find in the knowledge base concepts that are semantically related to a given concept that represents a word sense. This may be done by simply tracing (up to some distance) the concepts along the semantic links that emanate from the original concept. This was done in [21] , [1] , and other previous attempts to text inference. This outof-context search did not take advantage of the rich information provided collectively by the text input that may be useful to filter out irrelevant semantic connections.
The next level up is to take advantage of the fact that a text is assumed coherent, meaning that sentences follow logically one after another. This means that we can look for concepts that are common to two or more sentence contexts. In addition to these common concepts, we may search in the knowledge base for simple connections that establish links between various sentence contexts. At the end, inferences are extracted from each connection.
In summary, we have broken down the process of inference extraction into three levels: lexical relation level, sentence level, and multiple sentence level (or text level). Next, the search engine is described, followed by the inference algorithm.
PARALLEL SEARCH ENGINE
The search engine is responsible for finding semantic connections between pairs of knowledge base concepts. It implements three primitive search procedures that are used over and over: simple_connection, gloss_connection, and combine_connection. Each primitive constructs a semantic path by using a different set of knowledge base relations. The simple_connection primitive uses only node relations, the gloss_connection primitive uses only gloss relations, and the combine_connection uses both node and gloss relations.
A common characteristic is that the search originates from both ends in parallel until all common concepts are found. Thus, a path is formed from two halves, one originating from one concept and the other one from the other concept.
Simple Connections
The procedure simple_connection starts the search from two concepts that have the same part of speech. For each originating concept, as well as for every concept visited by the procedure, the set of node relations along which the search may proceed is given by the variable link_list. The elements of the set are dictated by the concept's part of speech. Table 2 summarizes the link_list for the four parts of speech available in our knowledge base. The search is successful, meaning that a simple connection is established, whenever a concept from the knowledge base is found such that it is connected to both originating concepts through a chain of relations from link_list. The simple connection is the juxtaposition of the two chains of relations and concepts. A trace of the search is distributed at concept level by maintaining a history list at each node visited. The content of this list represents the path of concepts and relations that was followed to reach that node. The code of the function returning all simple connections between two knowledge base concepts is: 
Gloss Connections
This basic procedure establishes connections between two concepts by using only gloss relations. The rationale is that since glosses provide definitions of concepts, it may be possible to link semantically two concepts by identifying the common features that describe them. The depth of the search or the number of glosses visited is arbitrarily set. Fig. 5 gives an example of path realized by this procedure. The search for gloss connections is similar to the search for simple connections, therefore, we do not detail the code of gloss_connection, but only mention its differences from simple_connection:
1) The argument link_list here consists of any gloss lexical relation (see Appendix 1). 2) Steps 5 and 6 are modified since the loop indexed along links from a predefined set is no longer applicable. The new_node 1 is any concept from the gloss of node 1 and new_node 2 is any concept from the gloss of node 2 . Also, the history of the new nodes appends the history of the previous node to the sequence of gloss nodes and gloss relations linking the new node to its parent node. Function connection_in_gloss returns this sequence. Therefore, the code from Step 5 to Step 12 becomes : 3) The loop between Steps 3 and 26 is repeated only until level ≤ MAXLEVEL, thus limiting the search of this procedure.
4) The variable simple_connections is replaced by the list
gloss_connections all over the function's code.
Combined Connections
The third basic procedure, combined_connection combines, in parallel, the two previous search methods by using both the link lists from the first method and the lexical gloss relations from the second. As expected, its level of parallelism sums those of the previously defined basic functions. It differs from the other two basic functions as follows:
1) In function simple_connection the argument link_list expands the search to nodes with the same part-ofspeech. This property is no longer applicable since the gloss_connection method uses gloss concepts that may have any of the four part-of-speech. Therefore, instead of a single argument link_list, the function combined_connectionn uses four list arguments: link_list n when the concept is noun, link_list v when the concept is verb, link_list a used when the concept is adjective, and link_list r when the concept is adverb. 2) Function combined_connection builds in parallel two types of new nodes: a) nodes that are built exactly like the new nodes from the simple_connection (from the link_list corresponding to the part-of-speech of the current node) and b) nodes that are built as defined in the gloss_connection function.
Therefore, Step 5 must accommodate the parallel construction of the new node space. 3) Variables simple_connections or gloss_connections are changed into the combine_connections variables.
THE TEXT INFERENCE ALGORITHM
The inference algorithm consists of five steps that find semantic paths which explain textual lexical relations, consolidate context at sentence and text level, and extract inferences from the nodes marked in the knowledge base.
Step 1: Find Paths That Explain Textual Lexical Relations
As it was explained earlier, our approach to reduce the number of irrelevant inferences is to find only those paths in the knowledge base that relate directly with the textual lexical relations. In a large knowledge base, there are many possible connections between the concepts used in the text; however, only some of these are relevant for the text on hand, while others are relevant in other contexts. There are several ways in which one can take advantage of the textual lexical relations. For a given lexical relation linking two concepts, the search strategy is to look for the same lexical relation in the glosses of nearby concepts. We have investigated three methods that have different search strategies. In what follows, a lexical relation r between concept i and concept j is denoted as r(concept i , concept j ). Furthermore, concept i is the source and concept j is the destination of relation r.
Method 1: Search Relation in Argument Gloss
Given a lexical relation r(concept i , concept j }) in the text_graph, this method searches for relation r first in the gloss of concept i and, if not there, in the glosses of concepts that connect with concept i via simple/gloss/combined paths. When relation r is found in such a gloss, then paths are sought between the destination concept of that relation and concept j . If such a path is found, then a valid path between concept i and concept j has been identified. A similar search may start from concept j with the goal to find a reverse relation. This is illustrated in Fig. 6a . Via a simple/gloss/combined path starting from concept i , a concept k was identified such that its gloss contains relation r. Then, another search identified a path between concept b the destination of relation r and concept j , which closed the path between the original concepts linked by relation r. Initially, we have considered only the glosses of concept i or concept j as a search space for the lexical relation, but soon noticed that many relevant paths were missed that way. Fig. 6b illustrates one of the paths obtained through this method applied to the textual relation agent(John, hit) from sentence S1. A gloss connection relates the verb hit#1-14:v with the gloss of bat#1-6:n in which the agent relation is found. The gloss of hit#1-14:v contains the gloss concept ball#1-9:n which is retrieved also from the gloss of baseball#1-2:n. Gloss concept baseball#1-2:n belongs to the gloss containing the agent relation.
Concepts batter#1-2:n and John are both hyponyms of person#1-3:n, thus, there is a simple connection among them in the knowledge base. The path is formed by the concatenation of the connections between the arguments of the textual agent relation and the arguments of the gloss agent relation.
Rationale: The motivation for this search method comes from the intuition that if two concepts are the arguments of a textual lexical relation, then the same relation may be used as a gloss relation to define one of the arguments of a semantically connected concept.
The code of the function returning such local connections is: 
and every concept k j such that
if 
Method 2: Search Relation in Gloss of Adjacent Concepts
Given a text_graph with two lexical relations r 1 (concept i , concept j ) and r 2 (concept i , concept k ), this method searches for relation r 1 in the glosses that connect to concept k .
As shown in Fig. 7a , the search starts from concept k via a simple/gloss/combine path looking for relation r 1 in the gloss of one of the concepts along the path. If such an r 1 is found and a path can be established between the destination concept of r 1 and concept j , then a semantic similarity exists between relation r 1 from the text and the one from the knowledge base gloss. A similar search is performed when relation r 2 connects to concept j instead of concept i . Fig. 7b illustrates a path obtained by this method for the textual relation instrument(hit, bat) when textual relation object(hit, ball) contributes to the search. A combined connection relates ball#1-9:n and the gloss of game equipment#1-1:n, where the relation instrument is encountered. Concept game equipment#1-1:n is hypernym of bat#1-6:n, therefore, a simple connection is established among the concepts, finalizing the path.
Rationale: The motivation for this method stems from two observations: 1) adjacent lexical relations provide complementary information regarding a common event, act or state, therefore their contextual knowledge might not be disjunct; and 2) any knowledge base encompassing linguistic information has lexical gaps, therefore, not all information regarding a certain concept can be retrieved only from its semantically related set of concepts, but sometimes from its lexically related concepts.
The code of the function implementing this method is: 
Method 3: Search Relation Connecting Topically Close Concepts
Given a lexical relation r(concept i , concept j ) in the text_graph, this method searches first for all glosses that contain concept i and marks the concepts in these glosses as gloss_concept i . Then, the method searches for relation r in the gloss of some concept that connects to any of the gloss_concept i identified before. When relation r is found, then a search for simple/gloss/combined connections between concept j and the destination concept of relation r is performed. This is shown in Fig. 8a . Fig. 8b illustrates such a path. John is a hyponym of person#1-3:n, a concept that is found in the gloss of many concepts, one of which is concept racer#2-3:n. From this gloss, an agent relation is retrieved: agent(race#2-2:v, person#1-3:n). The verbs race#2-2:v and hit#1-14:v are the ends of a combined connection, since noun race#1-6:n belongs also to the gloss of the verb race#2-2:v and is also a hyponym of contest#1-1:n. This concept belongs to the gloss of game#1-5:n, which is used in the gloss of baseball#1-2:n. Concept ball#1-9:n is found in the same gloss, and it has in its own gloss the verb hit#1-14:v.
Rationale: The motivation for this method is based on the fact that concepts co-occurring in a given gloss are bound to the definition (topic) they provide for. This entails a semantic connection (as a composition of gloss relations) between them. Therefore, any path starting from one of the topologically related concepts is also likely to be related to concept i .
The code of the function implementing this method adds an initial step to the code of the first method. This step constitutes the search for all the glosses in the knowledge base that contain concept i . Variables gloss_concept i represent any of the concepts co-occurring with concept i in the same gloss. The rest of the code is identical to that of function in_gloss_relation, with concept i and concept j substituted at Steps 1 and 2 by gloss_concept i . Note that a similar procedure also starts from concept j .
Step 2: Form Sentence Local Context
The role of this step is to merge the paths found in Step 1 for all lexical relations of a sentence into a graph where common concepts are not repeated. This consolidated graph represents the context of that sentence. For each sentence, to find the common concepts of the paths obtained at Step 1, we have to compare all the concepts from all the paths. To maximize the parallelism, first, we sort the paths in descending path length order. Then, for each path, every concept is compared in parallel to the concepts of the other paths. Whenever a common concept is encountered, before a redundant concept is deleted, its incoming and outgoing links need to be inserted into the common concept respective link lists. Finally, the local context of the sentence is obtained as the structure of nonrepeating concept nodes and their link lists.
Step 3: Find Paths Between Sentences
This step takes advantage of the collective meaning of all sentences in the text by finding connections between the local contexts.
We have observed three different ways in which intersentential connections may be formed. One way is to find knowledge base paths between the verbs of one sentence and the verbs of the other sentence. The second way is to form paths between the verbs of one sentence and the nodes of the local context of the other sentence. A third way is to pair the nodes from the local contexts of one sentence with the nodes from the local context of the other sentence. Fig. 9a illustrates this approach. a search method corresponds to each case that is detailed below.
Method T1: Connections Among Textual Verb Concepts
Given any pair of text graphs, this method searches for simple, gloss, or combined connections between each pair of verb concepts from the two graphs. For linguistic reasons, we select only verbs, since they are the dominant words of any sentence. Most of the lexical relations we consider link verbs to their thematic roles. A textual connection between any pair of textual verb concepts is, in fact, a simple, gloss, or combined path between the two verbs.
Method T2: Connections Between a Textual Concept and a Context Concept
This method seeks connections between the textual verb concepts of a sentence and the concepts from the local context of another sentence. The gloss concepts of any node reached through a simple, gloss, or combined path starting at the verb concept are matched against the concepts from the local context of the other sentence. Whenever a common concept is found, a textual connection is produced.
Method T3: Connections Between Context Concepts
Simple, gloss or combined connections between any pair of concepts from the local contexts of two different sentences constitute textual connections. Fig. 9b illustrates three intersentence paths between sentences S1 and S2, each corresponding to one of the three methods presented here. The path connecting hit#1-14:v with land#1-6:v is obtained through method T1; the path connecting hit#1-14:v with the concept locatioQ#1-4:n from the context of S2 results by applying method T2. They have a common subpath, connecting hit#1-14:v to change#1-9:v. Finally, the path connecting baseball#1-2:n from the context of S1 to area#1-5:n from the context of S2 is obtained through method T3.
Step 4: Form Global Context
The global context of a sequence of sentences is achieved by building a structure that eliminates repeating concepts throughout textual paths and local contexts. First, the common concepts between the textual connections are reduced by applying the same procedure as the one used in
Step 2 for building the local contexts. Then, this new structure is matched against each local context, and common concepts are further reduced.
Step 5: Extract Inferences
The global context structure contains all the concepts and semantic relations that explain the coherence of a text. The chains of deductions that can be extracted from such a structure provide two types of inference:
1) inference introducing supplementary information
pertaining to a sentence, and 2) abductions explaining the relations between sentences, relative to the context bridging.
Procedure inference_extraction treats both types of inference in a unified manner. Each contextual semantic relation emerging from a textual concept starts an inference chain. The central idea is to substitute a sentence concept that is the source of a relation with the destination of that relation (with the proper linguistic agreements). For a gloss relation, the whole gloss fragment found in the context is used for the substitution. The procedure continues in the same way, until another textual concept is reached. The chain of deductions explains the inference between the two concepts. The explicit parallel code of the procedure is: _ . The inference chain is added to the pool of deductions only if it connects textual concepts from the same sentence or from a sentence and one of its succeeding sentences. A simple example is illustrated in Table 3 by two inference chains. The first one connects two concepts anchored in S1-S2, whereas the second one connects two concepts from S2. The first inference chain supports global coherence, while the second one supports the local coherence of S2.
In the global context structures created, the predicate value of each relation connecting any two contextual concepts is assumed to be true. Therefore, the inference extraction procedure chains relations, regardless of their direction. This is an abductive approach, where any reversed relation brings about an explanation and participates in the inference chain with the same weight as a direct relation.
IMPLEMENTATION
Processing Model
The inference algorithm has been implemented on a simulator using a marker propagation processing model. The most notable feature of this paradigm is perhaps its distributed control, which justifies its applicability to this class of problems. The model can be briefly described as a network of labeled nodes and links mapped into an arbitrarily large number of processors, and a set of markers moving through the network according to some propagation rules. The propagation rules are expressed as regular C functions that implement some special propagation primitives defined in [18] . A propagation primitive and the code separating it from the beginning of the rule or the prior primitive is known as a propagation step. In any visited node, only one propagation step of a propagation rule is executed.
When a marker migrates to another node, if the destination node is located on a different processor, a message is sent to the new processor, containing the marker and the destination node. The next step of the propagation rule is executed on the new processor after the message arrives and the marker is set on that node.
The markers are process threads, with a variable number of fields. Among the mandatory fields of a marker are its propagation rule and the marker label.
In this model, the operation is asynchronous, and the control is determined entirely by the marker propagation rules. The linguistic knowledge base is directly mapped into the nodes and links of the model and is distributed among several processors. The marker propagations essentially provide a guided search for the inference procedures. Once equipped with a propagation rule, a marker is released into the network and stops propagating when either there are no more nodes to visit, as allowed by that propagation rule, or the marker has met its pair with which it was programmed to collide. In case of bifurcations in the knowledge base, a marker is able to spawn as many other markers as there are relations leaving from that node.
Propagation Rules
Propagation Rules Implementing Step 1 of the Algorithm
The first step of the algorithm is implemented by a set of ten propagation rules, illustrated in Table 4 . These rules allow markers to propagate only along the knowledge base paths that explain the textual lexical relations. Each of the three methods developed for the first step of the algorithm has three distinct phases detailed below. Phase 1. Determine the node where the search starts. The first phase differs from method to method, since the originating concepts are picked differently. In Method 1, the originating concept is the source of the lexical relation itself. In Method 2, the originating concept is the concept at the destination of another lexical relation r 2 . In Method 3, the originating concepts are the concepts of glosses that contain the concept that is the source of the lexical relation r. The identification of these originating concepts, especially in the case of Methods 2 and 3, is done by propagating a marker_step1 along a specific propagation rule find_start_method1/2/3. At the end of the propagation, the nodes where the search will originate are marked with three different markers that are responsible for the search of relation r. At this point, the next phase starts. Fig. 10 illustrates the typical fields of marker_step1. The propagation rule assigned to each of these markers two roles: 1) to propagate the marker_step1 until the initial search node is reached, and 2) to create, at that node, three other markers that propagate along simple, gloss, or combined paths.
Phase 2. Search for the lexical relation in a related gloss. In this phase, the search for the lexical relation is performed. It is the same for all three methods. The propagation rule assigned to marker_simple_path is search_simple_path. It propagates its marker along any chain of relations from its link_list field. Every time it reaches a new node, it creates a new marker: marker_relation_in_gloss. The propagation of this new marker is designed to determine whether or not the gloss of that concept node contains the gloss relation from the relation field. The code for this propagation rules is: , 2) ʈ, ..., get_link(m → link_list, take_nr_links(m))) passes markers to the destination nodes of any of the relations from the link_list field that emerge from the current node. The relation_search field of marker_relation_in_glossn indicates that the type of search is simple path. The propagation rules search_gloss_path and search_combined_path have similar codes, with the difference that 1) the gloss_list field of the marker is used as a propagation primitive; 2) the loop is also constrained by the value of the maxdepth field, and 3) the value of the relation_search field is gloss or combined.
The propagation rule find_relation_in_gloss propagates repeatedly marker_relation_in_gloss along any gloss relation. At each step, it checks whether the last transversed link is not the same as the one indicated by the relation field of the marker. When this condition is satisfied, three new pairs of markers are created. On the current node, marker1_simple_connection, marker1_gloss_connection, and marker1_combined_connection are placed. Their pairs are placed on the node having the id stored in the destination_node of marker_relation_in_gloss. Besides the fields of their originating markers (and their corresponding values), these markers have an additional field: colliding_marker. For each marker, the value of this field is filled with the label of the opposite marker in the corresponding pair.
Phase 3. Search for paths that link the relations destinations. This phase is identical for all three methods. Its role is to search for paths that link the destinations of the lexical relations, thus establishing a semantic similarity between them. The propagation rule simple_connections attached to the marker1/2_simple_connection pair has the code: 1) what method they implement; 2) whether the relation was found in a gloss connected by a simple, a gloss, or a combined path; and 3) whether there were simple, gloss, or combined connections between the argument of the textual relation and the one of the gloss relation.
Their additional connection field contains all the nodes and links that constitute the established connection.
Propagation Rules Implementing Step 2 of the Algorithm
The propagation rule create_local_context is attached to each marker_connection. This rule creates and places a marker_local_context on each node from the connection field. Then, it determines whether the same node has multiple markers_local_context corresponding to the same sentence. On any given node, only one marker_local_context is left, the other being deleted after their in-going_links and outgoing_links fields are pasted to the remaining marker. Fig. 11 illustrates the typical fields of a marker_local_context. Finally, create_local_context creates two markers_step3 on every node where a marker_local_context exists.
Propagation Rules Implementing Step 3 of the Algorithm
If the current node where a marker_local_context is placed is a verb textual concept, then its propagation rule implements method T1 or method T2, hence, the explanation for two such markers on each context node. In the other case, their corresponding propagation rules implement method T2 or method T3. Methods T1 and T3 are implemented with the simple/gloss/combined_connections propagation rules used also for the first step. Method T2 is implemented through the search_simple/gloss/combined_path and find_relation_in_gloss propagation rules. Since the relation field is NIL, all the gloss concepts are marked, and a logic with the marker_local_context of another sentence may be produced to find connections through this textual method. The new markers created by any of these methods are the markers_text_connnection.
Propagation Rules Implementing Step 4 of the Algorithm
The propagation rule create_global_context is attached to each marker_text_connection. Similar to the create_context rule for
Step 2, this rule creates and places a marker_global_context on each node from the connection field of a collided marker_step3. Every node may contain at least one markers_global_context and, furthermore, these markers and the marker_local_context must be disjunctive at each node. When these conditions are satisfied by the propagation rule, markers_step5 are created and placed at each textual node.
Propagation Rules Implementing Step 5 of the Algorithm
The propagation rule make_inference propagates lmarkers_step5 along the relations from its outgoing_links field until a textual node from the same sentence or from a succeeding sentence is reached. At each step of the propagation, a new deduction is produced by the generation of a novel textual clause, where the current concept replaces the previously visited node. All the propagation rules implementing the text inference algorithm were carefully designed to 1) avoid synchronization points, thus eliminating any waiting times of the marker handling at the processor level; 2) concentrate all processing in the propagation rules, having the node and links functions unoperative for this processing.
RESULTS AND PARALLELISM ANALYSIS
An Example
The inference algorithm was applied to an arbitrarily selected text from the Treebank corpora [16] . In this corpora, the texts have been linguistically preprocessed, enabling a simpler transformation into text graphs. We present here the results obtained for a real life text (the first part of document 0113 from the 10 October 1989 Wall Street Journal).
<s1> Bethlehem Steel Corp. has agreed in principle to form a joint venture with the world's second-largest steelmaker, UsinorSacilor of France, to modernize a portion of Bethlehem's ailing BethForge division. <s2> The venture, which involves adding sophisticated equipment to make cast-iron mill rolls, is part of a two-pronged effort to shore up a division that has posted continuing operating losses for several years. <s3> The other element includes consolidating BethForge's press-forge operations.
Example Results
In this section, we discuss only the results relevant to parallelism. Examples of inferences generated by the algorithm for this text are listed in Appendix 2.
Step 1. Table 5 shows, for each sentence, the number of concepts and the number of lexical relations considered.
Also, it shows the number of intrasentential paths in the knowledge base generated with each of the three methods and the number of concepts found on these paths. Table 6 details the number of paths obtained with each method. It shows how many paths were obtained with simple, gloss, or combined search techniques. For example, by using Method 1 for sentence 1, simple search found eight paths, gloss search found 25 paths, and combined search found 70 paths, thus, a total of 103 paths. Table 6 also shows the number of markers generated in each case.
Step 2. Since some parts of the paths overlap many concepts repeat. Table 5 shows the total number of concepts along the paths as well as the concepts that are visited more than once. The overlapping of paths results from the high connectivity offered by the knowledge base coupled with the property of the algorithm to search along concepts that are contextually linked. Out of the 9,601 concepts visited, 7,567 concepts repeat.
Step 3. Table 7 shows the number of intersentential paths found by each of the three text methods T1 through T3. The numbers in each row represent the paths obtained by pairing the concepts from two different sentences or their local contexts and the number of concepts along these paths. Method T1 connects textual concepts, whereas T3 connects concepts revealed by the local contexts that are different from the textual concepts. The first three rows corresponding to method T2 show the paths that link textual concepts of the first sentence with concepts from the local context of the second sentence, while the other three rows show the connections between the first sentence local concepts with the second sentence textual concepts. In total, there are 854 new intersentence paths and 4,948 new concepts identified in this step.
Step 4. Out of 4,948 concepts found in Step 3, only 941 concepts are distinct, the rest repeat.
Step 5. Some inference examples are shown in Appendix 2. 
Parallelism Analysis
The basic computation in the inference algorithm is to establish a path between two knowledge base concepts. At this level, parallelism is achieved by the simultaneous propagation of markers through the knowledge base. Table  8 shows some parameters and definitions that correspond to an average path, as well as a summary of our measurements. The speedup for processing an average path is estimated as the number of nodes visited over the number of propagation steps necessary to find a path. We consider only those nodes marked up to the moment when two markers collide and a path is formed. The parallelism at the intrasentence level is the parallelism at the path level amplified by the possibility of finding in parallel the paths for all lexical relations of the text. The average number of total paths at this level is:
Number of paths_intra = L × T × P. The processing at intersentence level benefits of even greater parallelism due to an already large number of concepts found along the intrasentence level paths.
Clearly, the amount of parallelism increases dramatically with the size of the text. Note that the results presented here correspond to a knowledge base that contains the large majority of English words.
CONCLUSIONS
Inference is a central problem in many AI applications. We have identified a technique for finding inferences in a text based on finding paths between concepts in a knowledge base built around WordNet. WordNet is used more and more within the natural language community because of its size and structure. We consider that the development of inference algorithms on the WordNet knowledge base is an important and useful innovation.
A feature of the work presented in this paper is that we apply marker propagation techniques to find semantic paths. We do this by guiding the marker propagations in order to control the inferences.
The path filtering mechanism is supported by 1) guiding marker propagations, and 2) using lexical relations from the text.
Other work in marker propagation lacks both these features. The markers we used are considerably more complex than spreading activation markers proposed by Quillian [22] , and used later by [9] , [6] , [14] , and others. We think that allowing the user to program the marker fields is a clear advantage.
There is a trade-off between increased marker complexity that provides processing independence and fewer propagation paths on one hand, and simple markers with less control that spread quicker throughout a knowledge base on the other hand. This is, in fact, the trade-off between "intelligent" markers and "dumb" markers. We found the "intelligent" marker approach superior, due to the precision levels it reaches. This approach takes advantage of the large level of parallelism that can be obtained by performing parallel search for feature extraction, similar to the methods presented in [26] . There is some similarity between marker propagation and the asynchronous token movement in a parallel Rete network as presented in [11] . There is abundant parallelism in text inference and the amount of parallelism is scalable with the size of the text.
Markers may be regarded as lightweight processes that execute asynchronously. Some problems with marker propagation, however, are the detection of the end of propagation,and using a large amount of memory to keep copies of markers. 
